Teach THE COMMON in your classroom.

Receive discounted student prices, plus a free desk copy and sample lesson plans. Email info@thecommononline.org and mention this flyer for a sample issue.

A Modern Sense of Place
STORIES, POEMS, ESSAYS & IMAGES

Based at Amherst College, The Common publishes fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and images that embody particular times and places both real and imagined: art and literature powerful enough to reach from there to here.

Your classroom subscription includes two issues for every student, plus an in-person or Skype visit from Editor in Chief Jennifer Acker. Instructor guides and sample lesson plans compiled from previous faculty are available at thecommononline.org/classroom.

Discounted student subscriptions: $17/two issues

Join us at the AWP panel “Periodically Speaking: How to Bring Lit Mags Into the Classroom”
Event R239. Thursday, April 9, 2015. 3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Room 208 A&B, Level 2. Integrating lit mags into course curricula while providing opportunities for one-on-one interaction between lit mag publishers and creative writers promotes a new generation of active readers. The Common Editor Jennifer Acker, professors, and publishers discuss their experiences bringing lit mags into the core of their teaching.